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MOTIVATION AND PROJECT GOALS

Providing open tools to the hearing aid research community...
lowers barriers for hardware and software refinement
accelerates studies with novel acoustic processing algorithms
facilitates translation of these advances into widespread use with
hearing aids, cochlear implants, and consumer electronics devices

The "Open community platform for hearing aid algorithm research" aka

open
Master
Hearing

Aid

is an open-source software platform for real-time audio signal processing
provides a standard set of reference hearing aid algorithms
enables the integration own signal-processing methods and measures
allows for realistic assessment of hearing aid algorithms
is suitable for comparative studies and collaborative research efforts

PROJECT TIME TABLE

Project start: July 2016

Yearly releases of openMHA

Y1 First official software release (June 2017)
including a reference set of realtime hearing aid algorithms
fully functional for algorithm development under Linux on PC platforms
Linux realtime runtime support for PC / Beaglebone black ARM platforms

Y2 Extended support
algorithm development on Windows operating system
multi-channel (6/4 channel) AD/DA converters on Beaglebone black

Y3 Extended set of algorithms for extensive evaluations by the community
Y4 Development kit updates based on the feedback of the community, updated

versions of algorithms and new experimental algorithms
Y5 Development kit updates based on the feedback of the community, updated

versions of algorithms and new experimental algorithms

AVAILABILITY

www.openMHA.org

HörTech gGmbH and Universität Oldenburg published
an openMHA pre-release on GitHub in February 2017
under an open-source license (AGPL3)
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PROCESSING CHAIN
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The pre-release version of the openMHA
features a basic hearing aid processing
chain including

openMHA command line application,
basic toolbox and libraries
plugins and example configurations of

bilateral adaptive differential micro-
phones (ADM, [2])
binaural coherence filtering [5]
multi-channel dynamic range com-
pression (DC, [4])

Delay: 4.4 ms algorithmic and a total input-
output delay of ~8.8 ms on regular hardware

The current setup will be extended in the first full release in June 2017 by
beamforming
adaptive feedback management
single-channel noise reduction

HEARING AID PROCESSING PLUGINS

Adaptive differential microphones
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noise suppression from rear hemisphere
state-of-the-art, robust hearing aid algorithm

Binaural Coherence filtering
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Interaural coherence-based gain control for
feedback reduction
diffuse noise suppression

Multi-channel dynamic range compressor
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hearing loss compensation
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